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Space platform Stars'

Star Wars type satellite proposed for earth orbit

WASHINGTON UPI - Two
researchers have come op with •
novel idea lor a high flying
observation or research platform •
a gigantic rigid balloon heated by
the
sun
aad
stationed
permanently dose to the edge of
space.
Drs. Ernest C. Ofcress and
Robert K. Brown of the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia said it
could range in siie from a quarter
mile to a mile in diameter.
IT WOULD use solar energy to
keep its inside air warm enough
to provide up to 6.000 tons of

v_

providing a very Urge early
evening "moon."
The air is so thin at the 19-mile
altitude that compressed air or
electric jets could easily resist
stratospheric winds to keep the
platform at a chosen location, the
scientists said.
The station could be manned or
unmanned, depending on its job.
OKRESS AND
Soberman
described the proposed structure
at the annual meeting of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science and said
a variety of missions could be

buoyancy in the stratosphere and
also to generate more than
enough electricity for every conceivable mission.
The platform, called a solar
thermal aerostat research station
and dubbed STARS, could be
maintained at an altitude of about
19 ftiiles.
To an observer on Earth
directly beneath the STARS, one
a mile wide would appear about
six times the size of the moon.
AT TWILIGHT, it would remain sunlit about 20 minutes
alter darkness falls on Earth.

performed
alone
or
simultaneously. including:
•Defense Surveillance. The
station's ability to remain in one
spot would give it an observation
advantage over low Altitude sate
Htes.
Weather and ocean monitoring.
Nighttime target illumination,
for military targets rnd rescue
operations.
Long Range Communications
Relay. Line-of-sight radio communications could be relayed
several hundred miles with far
less power requirements that

those required by communications satellites.
Combat Missions. Hie scientists said solar-energized laser
beams or particle beams could be
directed at targets from the
platform.
Aircraft aad Spacecraft Launch
and recovery. STARS could descend to launch and recover
conventional aircraft, aad it could
be used at its normal altitude to
launch rockets into space.
Scientific monitoring of the
(SM SPACE' page 5)
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Miami and UC also

Wright State not alone in it's parking woes

By MIKE MILLER
GuarAaa Staff Writer
Student Task Force members,
who visited the University of
Cincinnati and Miami Univeisity
over Winter break, reported their
findings to the Parking Services
Committee yesterdsy.
James St. Peter, one of the
members, said the trip to Cincinnati was a "feeler" trip. "We
wanted to find out what kind of
questions we could ask when we
visited other universities later
on." he noted.
ST. WJTER said the Task Force
had a set of questions drswn up
before they went to Miami.
"At U.C.. we first wanted to
know whether or not they had any
serious parking problems." he
noted, "and we found out that
they (U.C.) definitely have more
problems than we do."

"They had csrs parked every
which way," St. Peter stated, "to
go along with their extreme lack
of spaces. They have 38.000
students and only 3.000 parking
spaces. U.C. is regarded as a
commuter school also."
HE SAID that U.C. has a
relatively low crime rate considering the amount of students they
carry. "They use wheel-lock
devices which iocks a cars tires in
place if they have committed a
parking crime."
Carl Sims, director of Security
and Parking Services, said the
Wright State would like to
experiment in using such devices.
"The wheel-lock devices impound
a car in place, which iv preferable
over towing the car away," he
said. "1 think they would really
save a let of time."
Jtm Burke, another member of
the Student Task Force, repotted

on the Force's Miami visit. "At
Miami, students are advised not
to drive their car." he said,
"Miami is considered as a
'no-car' campus."
"THEY DO have two holdinglots, where students living on
campus can park their cars for
the duration of the semester,"
stated Burke, "but they can never
remove their cars during the
semester. They cae only get their
cars back after the semester is
over. They car, Se allowed their
cars, however, if their reason for
wanting to remove them is severe
enough."
Burke said Miami has 4500
puking spaces, but 2300 of those
are holding spaces. "This leaves
only 2600 spaces for the faculty,
stoff. visitors and handicapped
students to occupy. The visitors
areas and handicapped spaces arc
designated, but the administra

tors don't have reserved spaces," their time on campus. There is
not much happening in Oxford,
he added.
Burke noted that unlike WSU, so they really don't have a desire
Miami only has a Security Depart- to travel la to town."
ment which handles both security
TERRY BURNS, President
and parking problems. WSU of Student Government, said
carries a department of parking that the task force has a questionservices, which take care of naire drawn up which will be tent
parking problems ezcluslvely.
to all the state universities in
POSSIBLY DUE to the lack of Ohio.
"Right now we don't know how
parking services department,
there is a high crime rate at many of the schools we will go to,
Miami. St. Peter noted, "Many of but we are definitely going to
•hese crimes are petty though."
Youngstown State nezt," Burns
St. Peter added. "At Miami, noted. He also noted that there is
everyone wants to park on a strong possibility that they will
campus. That is their only real visit the University of Akron after
YSU. "We don't know when we
parking problem."
Burke said. "Miami has a large will make the nezt trip, because a
recreational area for their stu- lot of schools are still out for
dents. This attraction keeps a lot Winter break."
Burn- wants to make trips to all
of students on camput. Almost all
of the Miami students that live on
campus are stuck there. They eat
(See 'PROBLEMS' page 2)
on campus and spend most of

Final report on Cincinnati's
concert tragedy due out soon

CINCINNATI UPI - Members
of a city task force organized in
the wake of last month's rock
concert tragedy said Mond/.y
their final report will include a
"wide range" of recommendations for improving safr.ty at
public events.
The "Task Force on Crowd
Control and Safety" was created
after 11 young persons were
trampled to death by people
rushing for good seats at a Dec. 3
rock concert by "The Who" at
Riverfront Coliseum.
TASK FORCE members said
they have done some interviews,
but still have more interviews to
make in the nezt month. Members said they do not know when
they will finish" their work and

recommendations.
In the initial progress report,
the task force said while it will
investigate the Dec. 3 concert,
"in the brooder sense, the task
force will be making recommendations concerning a wider
range of major events issues."
THE TASK forte also said its
"overriding concern is for a
quality report that is both realistic
and thai can be implemented."
The task force has divided itself
into two committees.
The "EveM Mechanics Committee" is studying organization
of major events and will concern
itself with promotion, ticket sales,
security and seating.
THE "CROWD Control Coin

mittes" is studying the tenths of
this
planning,
including
emergency procedures, conformity to fire and building codes,
crowd psychology, drug abuse
and harmful materials use.
The task foroe is headed by
Henry Sandman, former Cincinnati safety director and now
director of security at the University of Cincinnati.
Other tisk force members are
Sharron Fry, senior class president of Cincinnati Western Hills
High School; Richard Fussncr,
director of Kings Island amusement park; Sallie Harner. youch
services planner of the Cincinnati
•Hamilton
County
Criminal
Justice Regional Planning Unit.

Tuesday
Weather

Today will be partly sunny with temperatures in the 45-50's.
Tonight the skies wilt be partly cloudy with V^ws of 30-35.
Mostly cloudy Wednesday, the temperature wSl range from raid
to upper 40"s.

Thought
There's many a boy here today who looks on war as glory, but,
boys, it is ah hell.
Gen. William T.Sherman

Baseball
CINCINNATI UPI - Ray Knight, who overcame the pressures of
following Pete ROM in Rose's backya
'onday was named the
Cincinnati Reds' most valuable playei
''79 by the Cincinnati
chspter of the Baseball Writers Assoc.
of America.
Knight, surprised the baseball world with his solid hitting. His
.318 batting average was the best on the team and third best in the
National League.
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Parking problems

Local universities studied by task force
(ctmrtnaifrffrompage I]

He said the present shelter in K
Campus Planning and Operations. approved of a proposal for a lot will be removed when the new
one
is installed.
new K lot shelter area, at the
CURRENTLY, Francis said
meeting.
The shelter would accomodate WSU has about $30,000 in it's
studeuts who are waiting for the budget this year. "If the uniK lot shuttle bus.
versity community has any other
FRANCIS SAID it will be a requests for improvements, we
"first-class, wheather proof shel- may have to raise the decal prices
ter", costing between SIS.000 or something next year. Our job is
simply to respond to the needs of
and $20,000.
He said the shelter will be as the students."
transparent as possible tor the
The committee also discussed
safety of all students utilizing it. the possibility of giving people on

the state univertitiea and he U
nuking ' propotil to the Budget
Board fot monetary support.
HOWfcVEB, St. Peter laid.
" W r sre going to visit ail the
universities whether the Budget
Board gives uc the money or not.
We will take the money out of our
own pockets if we have too. We
have already had to use some of
our own money on the first two
trips already."
Bob Francis, director of

the waiting list for A spaces, the
priviledge of parking in the
visitor's lot.
The committee proposed
this, because there is a number of
faculty and students that desir' A
decals, but can't acquire them
due to the lack of A spaces.
SIMS SAID that it is almost
impossible to create more A
spaces and raising the price of A
decals would not solve the
problem either. Therefore, he

said that, by allowing people to
utilize the visitor's lot, it may be
the only feasible solution.
Under the committee's suggestion. the A space applicants
would be put on a list that would
be handled by the parking
monitors. They would be put on
the list in the order they applied
for an A space, so as soon as an A
space would be available the first
person on the list would be able to
purchase it.

Professors may expand office hours to aid students
By MIKE MILLER
Guardian Staff Writer
Wright State professors may
have to expand their office hours
to help out troubled students,
recording to the Director of
Tutoring Robert Steinbach.
"More students seeking help
from their instructors, may put an
added demand on the time that
the professors have. Students
might have to stop and see them
more."
THE REASON students will be
visiting their instructors more is
due to the lack of funding for the
Tutoring Services at WSU.
"Professors may have to slow
down their class presentations, in
an attempt to go a( the slower
students' speed. On the other
hand, professors that refuse to
slow down, may lose students
because they are teaching their
material too fast." noted Steinbach.
Several other problems have
arised due to the limited tutors
also.

MANY
STUDENTS
have
grown to depend on the tutors too
much," Steinbach said, "but I
feel those students are amongst a
minority. I think most of the
students who utilized the tutors,
used them well."
Steinbach is hoping that Tutoring Services will receive enough
funds in the near future though.
Tutoting is only available to
students taking 100-level courses
this quarter.
"I have a list of 40 people that
wanted to receive tutoring, but
were not eligible." he said, "I am
hoping that by compiling these
names. I wi'l be able to prove that
tutoring is vital to many students.
40 percent of the students who
regularly received tutoring last
quarter are taking 200,300, and
400-level courses this quarter.
The majority of those are taking
200-level courses."
Steinbach noted the cost to
many of the former student-tutors.
A LOT OF of the student-tutors
have lost their jobs. We are only

able to employ about 15-20
students this quarter, as compared to the 50 students we
employed last quarter."
He said there is a way students
can still receive private tutoring
though.
"If a student has a particular
student tutor in mind that he had
last quarter, he can still receive
tutoring from 'hat student by
contacting the Tutoring Service
Office. We will be glad to give the
student the name of the particular
tutor. A fee can be worked out
between the student and the
tutor." He noted that the studenttutors are paid $3.37 per hour by
Tutoring Services, which Steinbach said is "extremely low for a
high-quality tutor."
Steinbach said that Tutoring
Services is practicing group tutoring this quarter.
"GROUP-TUTORING
is
where two to six students get in a
group and discuss their problems
with a paricular subject. This

$$$$ NEED CASH?
Make extra money donating plasma!
Courteous and competent medical staff and physician on

method saves us ^Tutoring Ser- deal on tutoring they can cash-in
vices) a lot of money, but it is not on. They can pay for tutoring and
as personal nor is it ns effective in get reimbursed for the amount
they had to p«v. They simply
helping the individual student."
He said that some of the have to send the bill to the
seperate colleges are offering Veteran's Administration Office
and they will get their money
their own tutoring help.
"Some of the individual col- back. This tutoring includes 200.
leges are forming their own help 300. and 400-level classes as well
programs aimed at helping the as 100-level courses."
He said that people covered
students within their college.
Accounting, for example, has a under the Federal Special Serstudent that is available about vices Program can also receive
eight hours a week for the free tutoring. This might include
purpose of working with students handicapped persons and adults
taking
accounting
courses. over the age 60.
Nursing and QBA also have
If you want more information
separate programs. These extra ri'garditTg\our eligibility for free
programs help some of the tutoring services, check the bulstudents we can't."
letin board at 131 in the Student
Steinbach noted the aid that the Services Wing. You will find the
Veteran's Administration pro- specific courses in which tutoring
vides.
is available or other help you can
"VETERAN'S have a great contact also.

ENERGY.
We can't
afford to
waste it.

duty at all times.

•

Buckeye Biological Inc.
128-132 South Ludlow
Dayton 223-5779
Hours: 7 30 am-3:00 pm Mon.-Fh.

•

Bring this add with you for extra cash!
"Bonuses Available"

Bring I.D.

SYLVER'S

for the best in music, laughs and spirits!

Tues—Thurs—McGuffey Lane
Fri & Sat—Flatbush
638 Waterviiet
252-2252

Bonne Bell
introduces

your favorite Bonne Bell products in new sizes

Ten-O-Six Shampoo
Contains famous Ten-O-Six Lotion to
remove excessive oiliness. 12 oz
3.95

Shower 2000

Leaves skin silky smooth, handy cord for
jooping over shower. 12 oz
3.95

Hair Conditioner

Deep conditioning to bring bark shine to
dull or brittle hair, 12 oz
3.95

Shampoo 2000
Conditioners and protein for damaged and
3.95
color treated hair, 12 oz

Be sure to ask about the Bonne Bell
Ten-O-Six gallon giveaway.
Cosmetics on One, Downtown;
branches.
t
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Bus service
Next tv oak it too lota to begin using the Greene County Transit
system to commute to Wright State.
Busses start arriving on •>* WSU campus hourly at 6:37 a.m. at
the University Center and end 12 hours later. If this schedule fits
kintu anyone'sfdfss/work.
then they should be using the Greene
Transit busses.
The personal reason is obvious: Gas costs more than one dollar
per gallon at almost all stations now: at 25 cents for a one-way trip,
the price of one half gallon of gas will get a student a trip from
Xenia. Yellow Springs. Beavercreek, or Fair bom to WSV and back.
In addition to this, resident students without cars will no longer
be trapped on campus, the busses run Monday through Saturday,
except for holidays. If the students want this cheap, dependable
transportation, they should use it and use it soon.
But. there is another reason for patronizing the Transit system
now instead of later. We need to insure the success of the system:
particularly in light of tke probable price hikes that seem to have no
end. One >oUtv a gallon will seem cheap a year from now. Indeed,
tke price of e gallon of gas was only 60-70 cents in January of last
year.
Those students who do not live in the Greene County area cannot
benefit directly from the use of Greene's Transit system, but it will
be easier to get a parking space.
In addition to this, students from Montgomery County can let the
Regional Transit Authority know that they will use the service to
WSV thatjs planned, conditional to a tax levy s passage. Students
in the RTA s service area could also help push for the passage of
that levy.
The time to push for and support mazs transit is now. not when
the price of gasoline forces us to beg for a bus ride.

Legal aid to students
We hope that if House Bill 833. which would provide University
students with legal advice far a nominal, quarterly fee. is passed oy
the Ohio General Assembly, the legislation will not be vetc*d by
Govenor Rhodes.
According to Chipp Swindler. WSU Student Ombudsman.
Rhodes has vetoed similar bills in the patt (in 1971 and 19721.
If Houss Bill 833 is passed, students, who generally are unable to
afford the prohibitive costs of consulting with a lawyer, will be able
to tcke full advantage of the protecton s of law.
Youth sometimes rushed headlong into walls, and any legislator
that would equip those who. if only out of ignorance, face a fair
share of legal hassles and cannot afford sound legal adv.ee »ouM
be both helpful and appreciated.
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'Nuke Iran,' they say
By KEVIN filOiNTON
Goanilu Staif Writer
"Nuke Iran," "Kill Khomeini." "Iran
Sucks." These messages greeted me while 1
relieved myself recently in the restroom of a
local college bar.
Remember that res!rooms were once the
bulletin board for the attitudes of a frustrated
youth, angry at the source of the war in Vietnam
and the eyes behind the guns at Kent State.
IF 1 HAD been old enough to read the graffiti
on the wall ot this bar 10 years ago I would have
been able to at least see some of this attitude
reflected in "the handwriting on the wall" as
such; perhaps, 'make love not war" or "Speed
Kills" or some anti-Nixon slogan, but I wasn't
o!<! onough and 1 have had to form my opinions
from watching old news dips and reminiscing
with former protesters who have now become
what they were protesting.'
What 1 have learned is this; what seemed •«
be a very promising aware youth as short as 10
years ago has slipped back to the "who's
threatening our freedom row" attitude of World
War U.

The threat of Nuke Iran is certainly a major
overhaul from the "what if they had a war and
no one showed up?" ideas that at one time
seemed it could be a reality. The major news
coverage of the "crisis in Iran." as ABC likes to
call it. has now brought screaming hoardes of
Iranians carrying anti-Carter signs right into our
living rooms. No more does the family have to be
subjected to the pictures of maimed American
teenagers in South East Asia between bites at
dinner time. Now one merely has to check the
TV guide to see when the network will broadcast
their next episode of "look how the world is
making America look like a doormat."
IN AS much as those pictures of the past
decade could make a youth wonder why iiis
country was wasting innocent lives for the sake
of Democracy and the American Way. a picture
of an Iranian waving a threatinging fist into ones
face can intle one wonder just who in hell these
people think they are. Not to say that college
campuses will soon become defense armories
brimming with eager young war hopefuls, but
(See 'IRANIAN' page S)

It's logical

Alien inhabits WSU woods
By SALLY SLUSHES
Guardian Special Writer
There is something unique in
Wright State's woods.
The sen was shining, a good
leason no", to .tudy. so I decided
to gel away Tioin the synthetics of
society and enjoy nature.
FEEUNG like Euel Gibbons, 1
tromped off imo the woodland
surrounding the Wright State
campus.
The bare trees and blur sky
created a pleasant backdrop as 1
trjiiblaxed through the forest. My
eyes followed the flight of a
sparrow as it swooped down
between two giant o*ks. over a
creek and swiftly landed on... a
fire hydrant?
No. it couldn't be. It was
about three feet high, light green
and had large bolts and p!ugs
projecting from the top. Yes, it
was a fire hydrar.i!

SUBELY, I thought, this wasn't
a freak accident on Mother
Nature's part; fireplugs just don't
grow in the woods.
It cou'd, however, be an
example of Smokey's effects to
help prevent forest fires. But
there were no mads leading to it.
and all the trees and steep hills
m»de it impossible for a fire truck
to reach it.
There wasn't even a dog
around to make use of this little
greer. water gusher!
AS I walked on, I assured
myself that someone had put it
there as a practical joke. I shook
my head to clear it of such
thoughts, only to look up and see
off in the distance, sitting , >ne
among the trees, anoth
drant. 1 felt it was time lo go
home and get some rest.
When I reached my apartment 1
couldn't help but pick up the
phone and call the Fairborn Fire

Department. I talked with Chief
Robert Johnson, a fire inspector
who set my mind to ease.
Johnson explained that there
arc fire hydrants all through
Wright State's woods and for very
logical reasons. For every 400 feet
of water line laid, a hydrant is
installed just in case something is
built there.
" I T S AT least three times
more expensive to go back and
put in a hydrant after the water
line is in." said Johnson, than to
l-ut it in while the line is being
laid.
"When we come back to put a
hydrant in we face a wet line
under pressure and cause disruptions to the water service."
Johnson stated.
Therefore, he concluded, instating fireplugs as a water line is
being laid prevents problems for
everyone.
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EngagingEuropean tours may be a rip-off
• y U M A LEWIS
G M * H S I A W I « *

As the quarter progresses and
classes seem looser, some stu
dents find their eyes wandering
over to the brightly colored,
exciting ads inviting them to
travel Europe for fan And transferable credits. This aO sounds
great, but be careful before you
commit any money to one of these
tours, they might be a rip-off.
Maija Racevskis. coordinator of
International Programs cautions
students interested in foreign
study to make sure they are
enrolling ir a legitimate study
frip.
"I KEEP a record of the
accredited programs." she said,
"and 1 wish people would check
with me befor they decide upon a
program.
Racevskis does not advertise
her office or any particular tour
plan. The posters and applications hanging in the classrooms
and hallways are often put up by
students paid by the agency or
group backing them, without any
faculty guidance or approval.
Many times these promotions are
misleading and fail to provide
adequate instructors or transerable credits.
"If there are any questions.

come and see me," she advises.
"If I don't know about it- there
are thousand* ran by universities,
colleges, and private schools, so I
can't know them aO I have
contacts that I can call."
RACEVSKIS ALSO has some
government pamphlets available,
like How to Head Study Abroad
LUeratvn. a guidebook for reading between the lines of a travel
poster, h recommends questions
to ask of a tour including, just
who it sponsoring it. wi.st type of
student' are they searching for,
and is it really accredited? Other
material discusses the proper
preparation before planning and
making a study trip abroad.
Besides the tours advertised
locally. Racevskis ca.
uggest
other possible tours. Many
schools, here and abroad, offer
special summei programs when
European
universities
close
down. These plans last from three
to four weeks and will apply
towards graduation usually.
Some students prefer to enroll
directly to the university they
want to attend. Racevskis warns,
how ver, that tuitions are expected to soar in the coming months.
"BRITAIN WAS once the most
accessible." she noted. "Although the cost of living was very
high, the tuition was low and

there was no language barrier.'
But. British tuition is going up to
J3.000 to SS.000 a year."
"Study abroad is now more of a
luxury than in the past." she
said, "the trends have seen a
decease in American students
abroad.'
With the rapid increase in
European tuitions, Racevskis expects to see a greater number of
students attending Canadian or
Latin American colleges. "Canada." she said, "particular!#
French Canada, is closer, and
they go to Mexico for the
language and culture instead of
Spain."
STUDENTS interested in study
programs can use Racevskis'
office and facilities to plan a tour
which will meet tf*ir needs.
"I am a service for you. I'll tell
you everything ! can," she said.
"I try to keep a small library cross indeied by country and
subject • to give students some
idea about what is available." '
Racevskis' reference material
ranges from general facts about a
country to literature on individual
programs offered by US and
foreign institutions. She also
keeps catalogs from the major
universities on hand for student s
to
examine
actual
course
descriptions.
RACEVSKIS'S office, located
in Student Development, also

helps students arrange to transfer
their earned credits back to
Wright State.
"They can go through my office
to get their credits approved
before they go," she said. She
also recommends visiting the
academic advisor before making
any course decisions to check on
electives and program refquirements.
"This makes it much more
likely to have them apply towards

graduation."
TIME IS running out for
selecting a foreign program.
Racevskis recommends planning
to send in applications for the
Fall of I960 by or before April.
"Summer programs are more
flexible," she said. "Probably
April to late May. to get in
comfortably, without a hassle."
"The better you plan, the more
advanced you plan, the better
your experience is going to be."

Space platform
[Continued from pojje I]
wear pressure suits and a parastratosphere.
chute in case they fell.
Astronomical observation.
THE RESEARCHERS said
Electric power relaying. The STARS would be relatively safe
platform could be used in con- from puncture damage. Manjunction with a solar power siitd holes would do little effect
generating satellite and beam and even larger punctures would
energy >o Earth in tl ; form of be repaired because the structure
microwave radiation.
would descend very slowly.
OKRESS AND Soberman said
Personnel could be shuttled
STARS would be constructed of hack and forth from the ground by
two concentric plastic layers, airships or high flying planes.
supported by interior struts and
Okress estimated that the first
vented at the b< ttom like a hot air STARS might cost SI .5 billion.
balloon.
it could be assembled in thstratosphere of modules carrii
up by small helium dirigibles.
Humans would live in special
habitats inside the structure. Fori
outside work, crewmen would]

The Wright State
Artist Series
for YOU!
coming soon:
St. Olaf Choir
Bruce Schwartz puppets
Alvin Ailey -sold out

Iranian crisis brings change in sentiments
'Continued from page 4]
there ha» been a change and one
that deserves some consideration.
It v ouid have seemed absurd to
think in 1969 that America's
college students would advocate
the use of n.clear weapons. Even
more absurd to thrift that a small,
but important oil producing
nstion could be the force bthind

this change.
From the point of view of a
"still weary of the whole damn
thing" college student, I have a
hard time swallowing my peers
even considering the use of
nuclear weapons and war. However. from a long range view. I'm
iure there are a lot of people still
around who have been hiding in
closets since the 50's just waiting
to sir.g "America the Beautiful"
and wave "old gloty" in the air.

Excited to even consider the
possibility that the younger generation may once again be proud
to fight for their country and
restore the world to their sanity.
BUT, THEN again, maybe it's
jf st a phase we're going through.

a natural progrestion from proud
to '.old to mad and back to proud
again. And then again, maybe it
won't last very long. After all. we
lived through disco and apathy, it
is now entirely possible that we
can live through anything.

Share the news

Elick Hawkins dancers
Lisa Hurlong. guitarist
Beverly Silk sold out

bruce
Schwartz
Thursday, February 21 am)
Friday, Feb. 22, 8 p.m.
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This is not U "children's
show." although children
•vill love it. All words, music
and puppets are ct-eation« of
23-year-o!d WinderUind
Bruce Schwartz. Featured
in his nine vignettes are 'he
delicate "Pierrot and the
Butterfly." the slightly
bawdv '"Rat of Huge Proportions" and the poignant
•'Sarah's Last Words.
Food and drink available. In
the Center Cafeteria.

tickets: University
Cento" Box Office
873-2900
12-5 Mori "ri.
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News Shorts
Today
King* Island Auditions
Dan L. Schultz. Director of
Live Shows at Kings Island,
announced the family entertainment center will hold
auditions for new performers
in 10 citics. beginning Tuesday. January IS.
Local auditions wiU be heid
at: University of Dayton. Dayton. Ohio. Reichert Hall, 12-6
p.m.
A second audition for technicians. guardettcs. and
Hanna-Barbcra characters will
he held at Kings Island on
February 2 and 3, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
In 1480. Kings Island will
feature a variety of live shows
around the park. For more
information about the auditions. call or write Kings
Productions. 1906 Highland
Avenue. Cincinnati. Ohio
452 IS. (513) 241 8989.
Research Grants for
Honors Student*
limited funds arc available
n< assist students in the
completion of their Honors
projects Inquire at the Honors
Office. 163 Millctt for details
concerning eligibility and application procedure* The application deadline is January
IS.
Theatre Audltk>n«
The Davton Repertory Theatre will be holding auditions
for the Pulitzer Prize and Tony
Award Winning Drama The
Shadow Box. on Monday.
January. 14 and Tuesday.
Januarv 15 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Davton Plavhouse. 1728 East
Third Street.
Proposal Writing Course
A course dealing with proposal writing w ill be offered on
the main campus of Wright
State University by the WSU
College of Continuing and
Community Education on the
weekend of Friday. February
8. and Saturday. February 9.
The Friday session will begin
at 6 p.m. and end at 9 p.m..
jnd the Saturday class will
meet from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This seminar is designed to
provide participants with a
better understanding of how to
turn an idea into a proposal
which will be attractive to
funding sources.
Course
participants will learn how to
set goals, how to demonstrate
need, where to obtain funds,
» hat a budget proposal should
nclude, the politics of obtaining funds and more.
Class wiK meet in 175
Milieu Hall.
Deadline for
registration and payment of
tees is Janua.'v 15. Enrollment

is limited. The class can be
taken for academic credit or
for a Continuing Education
Unit.
More information is availaDle at 873-2460.

Squash Club
The Wright State Squash
Club will hold its monthly
meeting Tues.. Jan. 15 at 5:30
p.m. in the PE Building
Squash Courts. A squash clinic
will be held afterwards being
conducted by Dayton's top
amateur squash player. TerrO'Loughlin. The meeting and
clinic is open to all interested
individuals.

Wednesday
Career Workshop
What Careers do you want
to find out about?
Learn effective ways to
locate information on careers
of interest using our Career
Resource Center. Avoid the 4
common mistakes of information gathering. Learn about
informational interviews with
contact persofis.
This workshop will be offered Tues.. Jan. 16 from
10-11:30 a.m. in 126 Student
Services. Any students or
alumni are welcome to attend.

Coming up
Main Coaat Semester
The National Collegiate
Honors Council is sponsoring a
special summer of study on the
Maine coast during July and
August. Participants will earn
nine upper-division credits
through a series of disciplinary
courses introducing some of
the most unique and attractive
features-natural and cultur
al -of the region. Any Wright
State student who is interested
in this unique educational
opportunity should contact the
Honors Office. 163 Millrtt for
more details. The application
deadline is April 9.
Antiquities Day

Antiquities Day. 1980 will be
held Sat.. April 12. 1980. The
festivities will begin at 10 a.m.
and run until 3:30 p.m. in the
Medkal School Auditorium.
Student ID Card*
Student ID cards ha-'e Seen
placed in the student mailtvj
es in Allyn Hall Lounge. All
new students Winter Quarter
should have received the cafis
The lard must be used in
conjunction with the student
validation card.
Anv question regarding the
card should be referred to
Admissions Records, i24 Student Services

Saint Olaf Cbolr
The Wright State University
Artist Series presents the
Saint Olaf Choir on Saturday.
February 2. at 8 p.m., at the
Victory Theatre in downtown
Dayton. Under the direction of
Kenneth Jennings, the choir
has a rich tradition of "a
cappella" singing and performance of choral literature.
The choir has made annual
tours since 1912 and has
performed at prominent music
festivals all over the world.
For tickets and information.
call the WSC Hollow Tree Box
Office at 873-2900.
Space Scholarship Offered
-The National Space Club of
Washington. D.C. will award a
$2,000 scholarship tor academicyear 1980-81 in memory of rocket
pioneer. Dr. Robert H. Goddard.
The award is given to stimulate
the interest of talented students
in the opportunity to advance
scientific knowledge through
space research and exploration.
The Forum for the Advancement of Students in Science and
Technologv(FASST) serves in a
cooperative effort with member
university/college campuses as
requested by the National Space
Club. The 1980 award winner will
be introduced to the Nation's
leaders in Science. Government,
and Industry at the Goddard
Memorial Dinner to be held Mar.
28. 1980.
The terms of the scholarship
arc as follows:
1. The applicant must be a
U.S.citizen, in at least the junior
year of an accredited university,
and have the intention of pursuing undergraduate or graduate
studies in science or engineering
during the interval of the scholarship.
2. 'flic ".c'cction for the Award is
made bv the Space Club Committee on Scholarship*, on the basis
of the following:
a. official transcript of college
rt jrd.
t-. Icf.crs of recommendation
from faculty.
c. accomplishm-nts demonstrating personal qualities ot creativity and leadership.
d. scholastic plan-, thai would
lead to future participation in
some phase
the aerospace
sciences and rechr.oif.gy.
e. personal r.eed Li considered,
but not controlling.
Applicants should apply by
letter anri provide the necessary
data requef,t.-d above, no later than'
Jan. 18, 11®0 directly to:
Mr. .'lames M. Murray
c/o National Space Club
1629 K 'street, N.W. Suite 700
Washington. D.C. 20006
IRS Sell Help
If you go into your local
Internal Revenue Se.vice office for help with your tax
return, the IRS will help you in
preparing your own tax return.
To best serve the public, the

service offered by The Doily
Guard'an ta <
Neva Short!
typed, double-spaced aaDOUKCflMBta of lnWMt to the
l ! nher»ity comanaity.
Also, New Shorts arc primarily for the use of non-profit
IRS will reply on taxpayer
participation in the preparation of each taxpayer's return.
In using this self-help approach. you. the taxpayer, will
be provided with ta* information and guidance; yet, at the
same time, you will have the
opportunity to learn how to
prepare your own tax return.

Far farther tafenaatlea cr
• d w a l a a af News Sbarta,
contact Bab Myers, News
edl> ,r, at The Deify Gmmniiem,
04t UC or exteaslaa 2505.
The Daily Guardian reserves
the right to edit far style and
space consider-tioes.
The primary aim of the
workshop is to assist university researchers in developing
projects which will aid industry to increase the supply of
coal. To this end. University
researchers, representatives
of the coal industries, and
others interested in improving
coal exploration and evaluation technology will be participating in the workshop.

WSU Mini-Workshops
Six workshops dealing with
' Current Tendencies in Education" will be offered this
w inter as a part of the Wright
State University Mini-Workshop Series. Each session will
be offered on Tuesday evenings beginning at 7:10 p.m. at
Wright State, in room 108
Fawcett Hall.
The second session, on January 22, is "Art'Music Therapv." The third session, on
February 5. is entitled "Teacher Stress."
The fourth
session, on February 19, is on
"Chisanbop" and will focus on
students' use of fingers as
calculators in mathematical
studies. The fifth session, on
March 4. is entitled "Future
Shock" and will focus on the,future of schools and how they
deal with technological and
societal changes. The last
session, on March 18. is on
"Parental/Community Involvment."
The series may be used for
undergraduate or graduate
university credit as well as for
general information.
Co-sponsored by the WSU
Phi Delta Kappa Chapter and
the WSU League of Individual
Guided Education (IGE) Schools. the series is offered by the
WSU College of Continuing
and Community Education and
the College of Education. For
registration and more information. call 873-2460.
Ty ping Lab Scheduled
The College of Education is
offering a typing lab this
winter in 341 Millctt. Times
•tie:
Monday - 8:00-10 00. 3:004:45.
Tuesday - 9:00-11:00. 2:104:45.
Wednesday - 3:00-4:10.
Thursday - 9:00-11:00. 2:104:45.
Friday • Closed.
Geological Workshop
The Wright State University
Geology Department will conduct a workshop on Geological
and Geophysical Techniques
Applied to Coal Exploration
Evaluation. The meeving will
be held Monday. February 26,
1980 in rooms 041. 043. and
045 in the Universitv Center.

Conle'znporarv Media
Study Center
The Contemporary Media"
Study Center, as part of its
public exhibition program supported in part by the Ohio Arts
Council, announces its first
exhibition of the new decade in
1980. a two-man show of
graphic works in the collage
medium by two artists working
in Dayton. Ohio Gary Haisey
and Jud Yalkut. The exhibition
opens with-a reception for thepublic and the artists prese nt
on Sun.. Jan. 26 from 5 to 8
p.m.. and remains open for
viewing through Jan. 26. at
tne center's downtown facility
in Suite 203. 136 S. Ludlow St..
the Corner of Fifth St. .in
Qavton.
ru,.
Counseling & Education
Courses Offered
Four advanced institutes
dealing with counseling and
education will be offered this
winter by the Wright State
University College of Continuing and Community Education. Each of the institutes w jjl
be conducted on Friday evenings and on Saturdays.
A three-weekend advanced
institute for education leaders
will focus on organizing
for learning. During the weekends of Jan 11 and 12. Feb. 1
and 2. and Feb. 29 and March
I. different topics will be
featured.
Another three-weekend institute will deal with stress
management for teachers and
students. The institute will
meet Jan. 18 and 19. Feb. 8
and 9 and March 7 and 8.
The course will help participants understand the
sources of stress and techniques for managing it.
Courses will be staffed by
university faculty and area
educators, and mental health
professionals.
The first two institutes will
be held at the Imperial House
North Motel, 1-75 at Need more
Rd.. Dayton. The second two
will be held at the Holiday Inn
North. 10 Rockridge Rd..
i nglcwood. Enrollment for all
• these institutes is limited.
d fees vary. For more
information call 873-24O0.
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More American Graffiti Soundtrack:

Offers the great and not so great songs of the sixties

Entertainment
By ROSl mETCALF
GaanHa* Marie Writer
MORE AMERICAN GRAFFITI
SOUNDTRACK. Various Artists
(MCA). This record contains a
numbei of great (and some not so
great) songs from the Sixties,
representing many of the styles of
the decede: Motown (Supremes.
Martha A the Vandetlas. wimp
(Bobby Vinton. L?nn- Wclch and
Andy Williams). Soul (Percy
Sledge. Aretha), folk rocfc (The
Byrds. Dylan. Simon and Garfunkel). protest (Country Joe Sc
the Fish), anti-protest (Barry
Sadler) and early psychedelia (?
and the Mysterians).
I could very easily live without
the frequent interruptions by
Wolfmaii Jack. After all. if I had

been the slightest bit interested
ir hearing his voice. I would go
set the fllm--or at the very least, I
would stay in the room whenever
a Clearasil commercial comes on
tv.
FIRST OFFENCE, The Inmates
(Polydor). This album is the debut
by The Inmates, a rough, bluesinfluencedrockabillygroup. Local
dj's have often compa*ed the
band to George Thorogood and
the Destroyers.
Although the raw vocals are
quite similar, there is a major
difference in the styles; Thorogood could more easily be
described
as rockabilly-influenced blues-the opposite of
the Ir.mates' approach.
There are Some touches that
keep the record from being pure

Ben DoneBy, Peter GUM, BO Hufey, T«ay Oliver, uad Jbn
rockabilly. Love Got Me is
reminiscent of The J. Geils
Band's party music.
Midnight to Six Mmm shows and
influence of the early Who, with
the Anyway. Anyhow. Anywhere
feed-back. Dirty water, the
band's current hit, is a cover of
the 1966 single by the Standells.
Incidentally, the album version

Smash hit

Rnaaell M The inmate*

is not the one being played by
THERE ARE also unadulterWTUE so often. The Ip cut ated blues tunes on the album,
changes the locale of the song such as If Time Could Turn
from the original Boston ;o Backwards, and pure, joyous
London.
rockabilly, like You're the One
That Done It.
No two songs on the album are
The version that has been
tailored for Dayton radio play is the same, and anyone who's
not only embarrassingly ungeo- formed an opinion of the band
graphical. but utterly super- solely on the one track that gets
fluous.
airplay is missing quite a bit.

The Jerk is no small joke at the box office
HOLLYWOOD UPI • ste>e
Martin, the grey haired Pied '
Piper of scatological comedy,
became a movie star over the
holidays in "The Jerk," one of
the major Holllywood film surprises in recent years.
"The Jerk" was largely panned
by critics, scorned by the intelligencia and generally written off
as a failure before its release.
BUT INSIDERS reckoned without Martin's legions ot fans.
"The Jer*." directed by Carl
Reiner let 54.4 million, earned
$36 million in its first 24 days in
release. At that rate if should
easily surpass 150 million at the
bos office.
Such an accomplishment is all
the more notable when one takes
into account "The Jerk" is almost

keeping pace with "Star Trek"
which cost 10 times as much and
is -playing in 1.000 theatret
INDEED, one of the reaaocs for
"The Jerk's" box-office muscle is
the repeat business by young
people who shout out Martin's
lines throughout the film.
Most curious of all, "The Jerk"
is rated "R." Those under 17 are
not allowed into theatres unless
accompanied by an adult.
A huge percentage of Martin's
die-hard fans are pre-teens and
young teens.
IN ONE San Fernando Valley
theatre showing "The Jerk"
recently, the audience was composed largely of kids from 12 on
up. A check with the box-office
attendant herself a 17-year-old
high schooler provided an ex-

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES^

OPENINGS IN S C I E N T i F I C / T E C H N I C A L / M E O I C A L
AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT
Uniformed Military OiviDom o! the Department of the Navy have tome
opening available They include
„
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL
SmtwWDwm,and
Aviation ( M o t tretmnj and
Salveje
Syitemi Mamtanancal
Ocwnoraphv/MwwUfii
Computer Prooremmini[J
MJOtCAl
Technology
W M I D / O O / D G / D D S / A l l i e d fhtUH
Engineering (CivilAlarm*/
GENERAL
Muctiantcal/Elactriol/
Accounting/Finance
Electron*!
Admwwtretion/Perionnel
Nuclear Power Operation/
Traneportetion
Instruction
Oporationi
Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S : Minimum B S / 1 A degree (college ( u ~ o n end tenor i
may inquire) Federal regulation! require that applicant* be m mum • M K
1 7 y e a n a M (adjustable up lo 1 yean for Veteran, and a * r e f i n e m e n t !
vary lor M e d i a l Pro«raml. to e n u r e hill opportunity lor ca>eer advance
ment Relocation oveneat or domeettcally required. Applicunti muet oee>
rigorous mem el end phywcal a II em.nation* and auellly lor aacvitv
clearance
BENEFITS: P e n o m e l can evpect an oaoellent benefits p n > n a erfvdi
include* 3 0 deyi annual vacation, ganarmt medKel/dental/lile iraurance
coverage end other tan-free Oconttvoi Dependent* benefit* are alio
eveiiebie Eetenuve iremmg progrem a provided A planned promotion
program it included w*tti e commtenon m the Naval Pteervt
P * O C i O O R I Send letter or retume. ttetmg quelil-cetiont and interest,
to N o w Officer Program*. 300 N High St . No « 0 g Columbia. O H 4 M 1 &
or M k (o
Lt. M e c D o n e l d / L t . Weettioringtcn
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planation.
make a movie valid?
She stid, "I check on everyone
"If a movie makes you laugh
who looks younger than 17. If and think, (hat's twice as good. If
they don't have a driver's license. it makes you laugh and feel,
1 don't sell them tickets."
that's three times as good. But
How did she account for the just laughing is good enough."
overwhelming number of youngsters in the theatre?
REINER DOESN'T see Martin
"THEY GO down the line
asking adults to buy thrir tickets as a generation gap comedian.
for them." she replied. "The But he ir*t acknowledge that
most of his audience is young.
adults almost always say "ves."
Even director Reiner, who is Nor does he agree with those who
fast establishing a reputation as a compare Martin unfavorably with
miracle man. was stunned by the the early Jerry Lewis.
"They are both physical
success of the picture.
Reiner made "Oh God" with comedians," Reiner said. "Jerry,
who
is a great dancer, looks as if
George Burns and John Denver
for a paltry S2.S million two years he can do anything. Steve looks
ago. To date it has pulled in $80 like he can't do much.
"That's part of what makes
million
him Tunny. 1 met nim firs\" when
• • was a vriter on the Smothers
"UNIVERSAL thought Steve's
Brc.hcrs TV show. Then i sa*
fans would see the picture."
him do a part of his act on a
Reiner said, "but they didn't
television talk show. I was
expect this kind of bonanza. The impressed with his huro->r.
unly people who walked out on
"TV* Jerk' were some of the crh
"HE FOOKS like a .iraightics. 'we got some good reviews,
too including the New York iaced businessman. He speaks
Times. I say people shouldn't look with good die.Kin. So it comes as a
for more than comedy in the film. surprise to see «> men who looks
Isn't getting ui audience to laugh like Steve do sucf. .-ritzy things.
"We've all seen guys with
enough in itself? Uorsn t that

ABORTION
General Anesthesia
r

Finest Medical Ca e
Available Ton Free
9-9
1-800-362-1205

iBMBaBBBwaa

arrows through their heads, but I
laugh when Martin docs it
because he looks like the secretary of state. He does good
nonsense.
"I can't think along with him in
writing sessions because he
leaves out the middle parts. But
he thinks funny. In his next TV
special he's going to do trampoline dentistry. That's a funny
concept."
REINER AGREED to direct
"The Jerk" on his own assessment of Martin's talenv and his
presence on TV.
"There was no doubt in my
mind that he could perfrorm,"
Reiner said, "but whether he
could become a movie star was
something else. I had no inkling
the picture would do as well as it
has.
"My chief contribution to
Steve's script was providing the
thread of story through all of the
comedy."
"IT'S A silly picture, and the
critics aren't up to silly movies.
That's why W.C. Fields never got
a good review in liis life.
"I think eventually everyone
will come to appreciate Steve for
what he is."

Express yourself!
Send a letter to the
Editor--
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Zimmerman's hot hand leads Raiders
• y CHUCK ARBAUGH
Goaidha Sfatte Witter
Junior guard Mike Zimmerman
came off the bench to rip the neti
for 14 points, leading Wright
State tn an easy 97-55 victory over
Heidelberg on Saturday night at
the WSU P.E. building.
In a game which saw Raider
Head Coach Ralph Underhill
employ every player, it <raa not
the usual men that led the Wright
State attack.
ON THIS night, it wss Zimmerman. Keith Miller, Jeff Bragg,
and Tom Hoizapfel. Zimmerman
and Miller combined for 31 points
to lead the offense.
Zimmerman's hot shooting in
both halves sparked both the
crowd and his fellow teammates.
He was deadly from the outside,

as was fellow guard Miller.
Miller was the high scoter with
17 points, which included a
two-handed slam dunk that drew
a roar from the crowd and a
technical foul from the referee for
hanging on the Hm.
THE H A T of these unlikely
heroes once again showcased the
enormous amount of bench
strength on this year's dub.
Underhill commented on the
play of Zimmerman and Miller,
"Mike and Keith were a great
help for us at the guard spot
tonight.
"With those two helping us at
that position, we have a lot of
talent to throw at the opposing
teams from our guards."
HEIDELBERG was no match
for Wright State in any department. The Student Princes com-

Sports
mitted 28 turnovers, while shooting only 30 percent from the field
for the evening.
The only two offensive factors
in the game for Heidelberg wets
Kurt Anderson and Steve Sahle.
Anderson finished with 12 points,
and Sahle led his duJ) with 15
points.
Although the game was in no
way close or suspenseful, it did
have it's esciting moments)
Zimmerman's hot hand, the slam
dunk by Miller, and a fight

involving Raider forward Clay
Picketing.
PICKERING and Heidelberg's
Jeff Heiiton tangled after a
re bourn!, which resulted in
Heiston shoving Pickering on the
side of the face, ft was broken up
qucikly, and both players were
ejectcd from the ball game.
Underhill commented, "The
referees really didn't see the play
because Pkkering never did hit
Heiston.
"There was some pushing, and

the referees called a doable fou1.1
don't think that the two players
should have been thrown out
because it wasn't that scrkaa."
WRIGHT STATE stands at 12-1
on the season. The Raiders are
playing as they did before the
holiday break, with intensity and
hustle.
"I believe that oar ball dab U
back in top form," said Underhill.
"We're hustling and the guys are
being aggressive on the boards.
Every man on our team is coming
in and playing solid basketball."
WSU will travel to Indiana
Wednesday night to tacklc St.
Joseph's of Indiana, an earlier
season Raider victim. The team
will return home Saturday, Jan.
19, when they play Elmherst at
the P.E. building.

Continued 'team effort' rolls up wins for women
By WANDA MURPHY
Guardian Sports Writer
Winning seems to be the
philosophy of WSU basketball
this season. The women's team
increased its record by one more
win by defeating Defiance. 78-65.
Saturday evening i» the P.E.
building.
The squad boasts a fine 4-1

record, only one win short of the
season high of 10 wins registered
last season and the season before.
THE WIN over Defiance was
doubly significant as the Raiders
had lost twice to the Yellow
Jackets last season-once during
the season and again in the first
round of the state tournament of
small colleges at which Defiance
finished third.
Coach Pat Davis' initial com-

ment was, "This continues to be a
teem effort, and that's been the
main point of our success.
"The depth on the bench is a
great help." The team has had
varied injuries to key players, but
continues to win with invaluable
contributions off the bench.
AT THE half. WSU led 44-32
and played equally fine defense
the second period, allowing DeFiance only 33 more pointa.
Tnough the Raiders shot only 40
percent from the field, their
fieethrow added 18 points to the
score for an impressive 67
percent.
The great freshman duo of
Amy Kruer and Jodi Martin
combined for 4J points and 30
rebounds to lead the Raiders.
Also in double figures was
sophomore
Jeanne
Biermann with 10. Dianna Imbrock k
led the Yellow Jackets with 23 W
points.
Sophomore Jackie Swenson reiterued the "great team effort"
philosophy of the team and the
stat sheet supports this.
SWENSOH handed out five
assists, and with Kruer she
accounted for over half o» tlw
team steals. Returning to action
j,
after an injury. Krista Jones led
bar. rtnldaii was 7843.
the te*s> fci blocked shots.
loir Cebhari and Biermann
were pertect from the frerthrow
line with a total 8 for 8.
For the contest, WSU outre bounded 53-33 Defiance. THe
Raiders also led in the blocked
shot a»3 steal catagories and
registered fewer personal fools,
persona! fouls.
STILL injured are Valcnca
Moore and Andie del Valle. Both
back in action by
kre erpeccii batk
this weekend.
The women play at home this
Tuesday at 7 p.m. against A»hiand in hopes of tyiag the win
record at 10. They have an away
IV,I) K M
schedule before playing again in
! \IKHOH\
the P E. building Jan. 22 against
Central State.
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